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Letter from the Editor: You are an Artist.
What is your Craft?
Chad Burchett, Editor in Chief
Designer jeans, a graphic t—this freshly minted MDiv
student shuffled to the front counter and picked up the
SLAM 2016 magazine. He rifled through the opening pages
and slid it back where it lay before. We spoke, and I
engaged him about SLAM. He dismissed my questions, and
as I walked away, his parting words lingered: “I’m in
pastoral ministry. What’s art got to do with me? It’s not
my thing—I’m not really interested.” Those sentiments
have smoldered in my mind the last two years as the
embers of a nascent vision—even passion—for an
invigoration of the arts within the Southeastern
community and beyond.
I first partnered with SLAM when it was starting out
four years ago. We realized a problem: A community
devoted to kingdom advancement among culturally diverse
peoples and through various societal channels cannot afford
nominal engagement with the arts.
The vision became a movement to invigorate the arts
within the Southeastern community by providing
opportunities, resources, and communities that foster
creative engagement with the arts. For four years, our
fledgling group has sought to re-introduce the concept of
artistry as an all-of-life reality: whether producing high art
or popular art or just contributing the art of a well-lived life
and a well-spoken tongue, we are all functional artists.
Ignoring the arts not only extinguishes a vibrant part of our
identity and mission but also stifles the rich potential
expression of our vocations and callings in this meaningstarved and beauty-hungry world. For three years now,
SLAM has heralded the message that God summons his
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people to call forth beauty where brokenness holds sway
and to creatively generate works in keeping with the ways
and values of the kingdom—works that promote and
illustrate echoes of divine goodness and truth and beauty.
Today, we have come to express our mission in the
following way:
SLAM seeks to equip students with the opportunity,
community, and resources to develop their understanding and
mastery of various art forms and to extend the influence of
Christ’s culture transforming kingdom, multiplying the
praises of our Creator who has endowed us with a creativity
after that of his own.
SLAM exists for the pastoral student as much as for the
English major and the Ed.D. student because art exists as a
stewardship God has entrusted to them all. SLAM seeks to
provide all members of the Southeastern community with
opportunities to discover their craft and resources to
develop the theology and skills necessary to flourish in that
craft.
However, you may still be wondering what part you
can play or what SLAM can do for you to propel you into
the various crafts to which God has called you.
First, if you would like to join the community or
become a team member as an editorial assistant, visit our
website at www.slamsebts.net where you will find forms and
applications to express interest or apply to join the team.
Second, if you are interested in supporting or
collaborating with SLAM, please email us at
slamsebts@gmail.com to pose your idea or offer your support.
Please reach out to us with your ideas or questions and with
your thoughts on how we can best support you in your
effort to generate well-crafted art. You can reach us via
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email or via our website where you will find helpful links,
forms, content, and social media information that can
inaugurate our partnership.
SLAM exists to serve members of the Southeastern
community just like you. So, know that you are not alone
in the quest to reclaim beauty in a broken world and that
you have a part to play in the grand narrative of
redemption. Let SLAM partner with you during this season
and be a catalyst for discovery and refinement in your craft
as you leverage your life for the cause of Christ wherever
he leads you.

***
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Hero
Artist: Kirston Angell
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Meditations on a Civil War Fort
George Trudeau
I can sit on a fort of ghosts,
I can rewrite their history,
I can imagine their flesh and home life,
How they took their coffee,
How they kissed their children,
Soldiers voiceless, forgotten, irrelevant,
Even shamed from an inhumane legacy,
Yet some remain sympathetic,
Funny who we make our Hitlers,
And more importantly who we don’t.
I can sit on a fort of ghosts,
And see yours past every wall and sniper window,
I can rewrite your history,
See fading outlines of what was once clear,
Imagine your battles of shame and self-depreciation,
As well as mine.
I can sit on a fort of ghosts,
And try to bring back to life what ought to be dead,
I can make you a Hitler or Confederate, slave or Jew,
I can make myself a hero of a history I am no part of,
For heroes are a construct of the future,
And the future is a construct of a consequential past.
I can sit on a fort of ghosts,
Assess who was a savior and who a martyr,
Quantify the heroes and villains,
Along with a few saints and sinners,
Find myself in a single breath of a heroic act,
Or villainous oppression,
When those men lived a thousand, million, billion breathes,
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Never recorded or seen—
Voiceless, forgotten, irrelevant,
Breathes neither saintly nor godless,
But air consisting of you and me.
(I feel them today).
I can sit on a fort of ghosts,
And feel your skin through the shadows,
But it is not your touch I want,
It is time,
Maybe a resurrected past,
But certainly a future for today,
Whether you are a hero or villain in my history,
It won’t be up to a single breath,
But those thousand, million, billion tender gasps of
affirmation.
(I can’t feel you today).
I can sit on a fort of ghosts,
I can visit today,
But tomorrow it will be my home,
I will move in and shake hands with forgotten shadows,
They will ask me how I take my coffee,
And someone else will sit on my fort,
Remembering how I was forgotten,
And I will wonder how they will rewrite my history.
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Travelers
Hannah McDill
Reluctantly we stepped apart.
You moved south
While I went north.
We traveled for days.
Months.
Years.
We hiked.
We trudged.
Our knees ached.
And our feet bled.
But I remembered your voice.
I could feel the warmth of your hand in mine.
And I kept on.
And as for you –
You remembered the curve of my lips
My crooked tooth
And you never faltered.
And as time passed
Your voice grew nearer.
Until one day I caught a glimpse
Of you atop a hill.
I took one last step,
And so did you.
Chosen for its vicarious wanderings and emotion, “Travelers” captured
third place in the fall 2017 SLAM Poetry Contest.
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On the Trail
Photographer: Caleb Rainey
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A Song
Christopher D. Jacobs
By day and night, life and time weave a dance,
Binding coincidence with circumstance.
And just when impossible has no chance,
Surprisingly it becomes happenstance.
As the fool looks on with sight cast askance,
The melody plays with steady advance.
A song of seasons, full of variance,
Of the departed who sail on laments,
Who when present, were objects of romance.
Of dawn’s kiss and the rose’s sweet fragrance,
Benevolent deeds of God’s suppliants,
And mischief performed by hell’s miscreants.
As life’s mural begins to make sense,
The music is gone, and all is silence.
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At Night
James Kelliher
I
dream
of a place
far
from my small prison bunk
where soft grass awaits my feet,
dreaming.
Chosen for its ability to transport readers and capture a visceral longing
for release, “At Night” captured first place in the fall 2017 SLAM
Poetry Contest.

Old Moss Back Fence
Photographer: Eric Liller
Chosen for its soft tones and idyllic landscape, “Old Moss Back Fence”
captured first place in the fall 2017 SLAM Photography Contest.
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Tongue-tying
(but)
Jessica Saldo
You want the words to flow,
but
all I know
is that
curling tongues
can shred a soul
too fast
for comprehending,
and I’m scared
that I’ll
scar you
the way
that I’ve
been torn.
I’d rather catch
the thorns
and bury them
within
and let their seedlings
choke me out
and wither me
instead
of you,
because
I feel that if I
grow it slow,
and bear its fruit
with smiling eyes,
you will never know;
and if I keep
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it all
ok
then you
will stay
close
and warm
and tight
tonight

but

Chosen for its emotive narration of inner struggles, “Tongue-tying
(but)” captured second place in the fall 2017 SLAM Poetry Contest.
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Home
Chad Burchett
The bypass turn was sharper than I remember,
Crooking just beyond the double-sidewalk,
And the fluorescent 2.95 of a Shell station
Where the poplar tree farm used to lace
Its enchanted pillars just beyond the clutch of honeysuckle
And abandoned hay-barn that made my scrawny thumb
And pointer stick together and oranged my socks with rust.
The marquee bled 5AVɛ 15¢ PɛR GA110N
Where I first bit through my lower lip
And skydived into a pile of orange peels and weeds
Beneath the half-gaping airplane hatch of the hay loft.
But there beyond the bend, the local diner dimmed its sign
In the alley of the shopping plaza. Actually,
It was just the midday glare across the yellowed sign
That I squinted at in the backseat of our Oldsmobile
On night rides from Nana’s house, noting I was almost
home.
The parking lot was knitted with grass and dandelions
And Mr. Jackson’s rusted station-wagon still sat in the
corner.
Out front where I lost my first watch, a Century 21 sign
Read: FOR SALE LIQUIDATED $110,000
NEGOTIABLE.
Negotiating—for the diner where Nana got her first job,
And Dado sat in the corner with pork and slaw
After nine hours on the clock at the weapon station
And asked to see her again tomorrow and the next
Until married a year later at Newington down the road.
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I turned off at what was my street sign—now browned
By a different shade of city-funded shellac which framed
Botetourt Ave. Historic District | Courthouse Tours ►
Ticket Office▲
The old sign had once read Botetourt Ave. in green and
white,
But somehow my college days had historicized my life.
I road past stretches of pine and magnolia trees and felt
The splatters of sun through the overhanging leaves, and
I was back in my childhood, returning from ball practice—
Sweaty and tired in the backseat—returning from church
In a collared shirt and belted slacks, returning from hospital
visits
And funerals and weddings and Christmases at Nana’s
And walks through Queen Anne’s lace with my cousins.

I drove up the hill where the woods peeled into a clearing,
And I peered around the last of the gangly pines where
home
Lay, overshadowed by the glossy leaves of my magnolia
tree
Where I stewed coon-skin blossoms with my sister.

Where my porch had caught fireflies in the breeze,
A broad, orange CONSTRUCTION sign inscribed
The grave where memory was bound out from reality
And the hope of reliving my childhood died upon the stoop.
No more scuffling up the gravel drive or holding mantises
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In my blackened hands from playing with the mosses
In the field out back or chucking cones at the fence posts
That lined the side yard or walking in the living room
To Dad’s Sonata No. 9 on the piano. Levelled.
House and shed and trees: gone. My childhood: gone.
Beat beneath the iron-fisted crane—beat into a fading past.
I put my car into reverse and drove out the way I came
Down a one-way road away from my home I did not know.

***

Glory
Photographer: Caleb Rainey
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Futility
Lauren Albury

I
The problem is,
Surprises turn into expectation;
Spontaneity becomes routine.
Expectation is joy’s ruination.
Routine makes living a machine.
II
Our love is a study in bitter-sweetness;
The sweeter it gets, the more bitter,
The more bitter, more sweet.
Fermentation with an expiration date,
Compounding paradoxically with time.
III
Do you ever feel you were made to persist
In looking for something that doesn’t exist?
A soul searching without direction
Wandering without destination.
It tastes of a lost cause.
***
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Fall 2017 Short Story Contest
Winner
Chains of Light
Deanna Kabler
The world in which she walks is lit by the light of
others. Glowing candles illuminate the path. Flickering,
dancing, bouncing on the air. Without the light, she is lost
in the darkness. She fears the dark. In the dark, no answers
come. It’s only in the light she knows her voice, feels power
and strength. Feet pressed into the earth. They glide
effortlessly through the warm yellow dirt. “Stay on the lit
path. Don’t venture into the black. You’ll be lost forever.
Head down. Follow the light.” She obeys the ringing.
She remembered the day Abba and Eema died. The
lights went out that day. Sitting blindly while the fire
blazed, movement was all around as the neighbor women
scurried about, tidying the house, washing bowls,
murmuring over the pot of stew, quietly clucking their
disapproval of her state of affairs.
“Eat some soup, girl.” The oldest woman poked a
spoon in her direction. A ray of light flashed, she blinked at
the brightness, startling her out of the dream. Obediently,
she took the spoon and sipped absentmindedly.
His voice played over and over in her mind.
Describing the great city. Escape from the bounds of
captivity. “He will restore us.”
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Perspective
Photographer: Nate Cobb
Now that dream was dead. She felt cold and alone.
They lit the candles at sundown and told her she had been
claimed.
Her cousin would take her. He was due to arrive any
moment and her world would change. Safe again. No
darkness. He would save her. Was he kind, she wondered?
Would he think she was beautiful too, as Abba used to said?
They told her he lived close to the palace. Always sat at the
gate, the place of official business.
“Hurry girl! He’ll be here any minute and you must be
ready.” The sharp tone snapped her back. Scooping her
remaining items into a sack obediently, she sat by the door.
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The candlelight mesmerized her as it danced around the
table.
A firm hand gripped her sweaty palm as he ushered
her through the streets. She kept pace as he rambled on
about the business at the gate that morning. How long had
she been with him now? Each day melted one into another.
Too many to count and too few to make a difference. He
stopped at a booth, bought several meters of twine and
dumped it into her hand. She glanced around and saw the
men looking at her. Their eyes drifted down her dark blue
robe. They were always looking at her. She sensed their
longing but wasn’t sure why. She wanted to tell them this
robe was the last one Eema sewed. The dye took so long to
take, she never thought it would be finished. She wished
she could remember every detail of her face but the glow
was gone. The light flickered again and she stared at her
fingers repeatedly dipping the string into the melted wax.
She closed her eyes to the darkness.
“Was that knocking?” Mumbled voices filled the
kitchen. “Did I oversleep?” No, it was still dark. A candle
appeared around the door frame and suddenly she was
aware of her hands. Swishing back and forth between the
small wooden chest and the same sack that brought her to
his home. Fear gripped and twisted her stomach as her eyes
tried to adjust to the ink-jet streets, pierced only by the
swaying lamp, swooshing to the heavy foot-falls that
marched beside her. His last words confused rather than
comforted as they whispered and echoed in time to the
lamp.
“Say nothing.” “Say nothing.” “Say nothing.”
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She obeyed without thinking. Secrets locked away in
the dark room. Though a heady fragrance enveloped her
and the fur piled high to her neck, she felt cold. How long
had she been here? They fawned over her now. Oils, baths,
scrubs, attendants waiting on her. The man in charge
inspected her from head to toe. Some days he smiled.
Others simply shook his head and sent her back with the
escorts.
The days dissolved as they scrubbed the frankincense
and myrrh deeper into her flesh. “Tonight is your turn,” he
uttered. Reclining on the couch, she stared at the wall
dotted with points of light, then eased up to her elbow as he
continued, describing her obligation. His words hollowed
and her mind drifted as she listened to the rubbing buzz of
the grasshopper wings outside the window.
Her attendants dressed her, wrapping silks and
chiffon. “Put your arms up,” the attendant sang softly.
Mindlessly she obeyed, as he draped her shapely figure and
intentionally placed jewels at the base of her throat.
Feather-like golden threads encircled each tanned ankle and
wrist, dripping luxuriously over each chord. Time stood
still as they ushered her through the halls. She saw
sweeping curtains, soft breeze through the gauze. Fire-light
whirled around the room and made her dizzy. Rubbing
sweaty palms together, then clenching them behind her
back. She strained to hear the wood crackling in the fire.
Breathe in. Hold it in. Breathe out. Lips pursed. The pops
and hisses. Fire blazed. Surrounding and overtaking the
logs. Her eyes closed around the darkness. The logs burned.
Consumed in flames. Tiny water droplets bullied their way
to the surface through the woody pores. The water boiled
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inside the wood. Trapped. Then burst forth into white
steam. Logs turned white and crusty. Charcoal black. The
heat was dead. She shivered in the dark, fists unclenched.
All that remained was the light of one flickering candle
bouncing between the bed curtains. Methodical breathing
lulled and drowsyied her.
She sucked in hard and blinked as the sparkle of the
crown caught her eye. Unaware she was holding her breath.
The glimmer of jewels flashed as he glanced over, turning
up the corners of his mouth. Her neck ached as she
remembered his words breathed into her ear in the dark.
“I love you more than all.”
Her attendant relayed each time cousin came to check
on her. The days turned into weeks. The weeks, months.
How many nights had the gems encircled her brow? Light
flooded the room as the door opened and once again her
attendant stood before her. His speech was rapid and
panicked. What was he telling her? She was confused and
scared. Didn’t cousin have the power? She had none. Her
words tumbled out in jolts. But cousin didn’t understand.
How could he? His light was his own. She tried to dispute
the plan, but her life was also at stake.
“You must plead on our behalf. For such a time as
this.”
For such a time as this? For such a time as this! For
such a time as this. She stared into the sun, lump in her
throat. Cousin had no power. “What was he saying? Only
she could save them all? How was this possible?” She had
no ability. No talent. No persuasion. No freedom. No light.
She was only the bed-warmer. Wanted and unwanted.
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Only duty. This was her song. Her feet obeyed, slipping
into her best gown. The banquet hall was black though
filled with voices. The blindness was surprising. At first,
the breath caught in her chest, squeezing tight, panic rising
higher, threatening to drown her. “Where were the lamps?
The candles?” She had never experienced darkness like this.
His question broke the silence.
“What is your request?”
She felt yearning in his voice. The drawling syrupy
baritone hum. Thick and numbing. It coursed through her
veins until she lay helpless, anesthetized. She remembered
real love. Abba’s love. Pure. Simple. All-encompassing.
This racket, a noisy gong, life-sucking selfish. Always
using. Never giving. She understood now. The gazes. The
lingering eyes. Pressing into her soul. Now she must
confront and make a request. “I’m not strong enough. I
might die…under the weight…might get lost…” She
squeezed her eyes shut, tears at the corners, straining
herself forward. A single flame surfaced behind her eyes
and then a whimper, croaking first, insecure and weak.
Then stronger and firm. He bowed to her desire. The light
caught fire deep in her soul.
Cousin’s embrace interrupted her thoughts as he took
his hand in hers. His gaze was soft and proud. She lifted
her head in dignity and peered into the velvet hazel. One
light became two. As one light ran forward to spread the
news, hers shone forth over the balcony, spilling onto all
those waiting below. A waterfall. Splashing, dancing, drops
of light showering the desert earth. Washing the dust from
each hem of humanity. The light spread over all the
oppressed in gladness and joy and honor. She walked
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through the corridor unveiled with brilliant luster caressing
the ground beneath her feet. Somewhere out in the
darkness she heard a long-lost sigh.
“He will rescue us.”
Yes Abba. He will. He has. He’s rescued us all. And
her voice was strong and her light was dazzling.

Chosen for its beguiling subtlety, engaging plot line, and resonant light
imagery, “Chains of Light” captured first place in the fall 2017 SLAM
Short Story Contest.

***

Photographer: Ashish Bhandari
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8:46 A.M.
Lauren Albury
Beep. Beep. Beep. Beep. Bee–
A hand stretched out from under the hand-made quilt
to silence the alarm in one automated motion. Kerrie pulled
herself out from under the cocoon of covers and sat silently
on her bed. Ugh. She brushed the hair out of her eyes and
cast a disapproving glance at her clock and its broadcast of
the unholy hour that is 5:30 a.m.
8:30.
“WHAT!” she shrieked aloud, even though she had
moved away from her family and was the only one in the
cramped New York City apartment. “No no no no no!” She
jumped off the bed and bolted for the bathroom. Of all
days, today? Her boss had been very specific: “We’ll be
going over the numbers first thing Tuesday morning,
Kerrie. Be in my office at 8:15.” Why’d this have to happen
on my second week of the internship? I just wanted to
prove I wasn’t too young to branch out on my own. Her
eyes bounced from one object to another like a crazed
animal as she tried to decide what to do first and what
aspects of her morning routine she could leave out. Shower?
She looked again at the clock.
8:34.
Stick with dry shampoo. She sprayed wildly before
gathering her auburn tresses into an unprecise ponytail.
Her eyes fell on her toothbrush. Not optional. Her makeup
bag remained unopened and her flat-iron cold as she ran out
of the bathroom, ramming her toe hard into the door in her
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haste. “Argh! Shoot!” Life is so unfair. Holding back tears,
she yanked a lilac blouse off its hanger and shimmied into a
grey pencil skirt. Shoes, keys, purse, got it. Go!
She started up the engine of her 1998 Camry, a gift
from her parents, and groaned as the time appeared on the
dashboard: 8:46. Avalon’s newest hit, Wonder Why, began
blasting upon ignition from a stereo perpetually tuned into
Christian radio. Kerrie flipped it off. You’re stressing me
out.
Heavy traffic made forward progression slow, and
while stopped at a light, she noticed her NOKIA vibrating
as she pulled her spare tube of mauve lipstick from her
purse. Mom. Stop being so overbearing, I’m an adult now.
She rolled her eyes as she hastily swiped some color across
her lips. The light changed. Her phone rang again. She
sighed and cradled the phone between her ear and slender
neck: “Hey, Mom, I can’t talk right now. Sorry I–” A
choking sob on the other end cut her off.
“Kerrie! Are you alright?”
“Mom? What’s wrong?”
***
“I’ll take a dozen of your plain glazed,” the man
drawled in a thick Southern accent as he slid exact change
over the counter.
“May I have a name for the order?”
“Mike.”
“I’m sorry, but it’ll be a couple minutes, Mike. We’re
whipping up a fresh batch now.”
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“It’s only 8:46, take your time,” Mike smiled. Bet they
don’t hear that every day, he thought as he sank his twohundred-pound body into a woefully insufficient chair and
filled his lungs with the sickeningly saccharine smell of
sugar and sweets slowly seeping from the kitchen’s seethrough doors into the establishment’s small seating
section. He sighed his satisfaction. In New York City,
everything was just so frantic. He didn’t understand why
everyone was in such an all-out hurry all the time, as if
they were perpetually five seconds away from running out
of time. It made him miss the slow pace of sweet home
Alabama.
He’d lost the office’s friendly NFL game, earning him
donut duty. A whopping eleven out of the fourteen teams
he bet on had been defeated on the opening weekend of the
season. “This isn’t college football, Mikee,” his coworkers
laughed with him. What they didn’t realize was that he’d
done it purposely, more than happy to savor a morning
relaxing in the comforting smells of a donut shop instead of
a cold, gray office cubicle. The college-aged worker brought
the box out to him, but he’d only been waiting three short
minutes and was in no hurry to leave. I’ll tell them there
was an accident on my route. “Thank you,” he dismissed
the boy. But the boy didn’t move; he was fixed on the
television mounted on the opposite wall. Mike noticed the
other workers clustered together and craning their bodies
over the counter to see what was on TV. “Look!” the
cashier pointed, gasping. Turning, Mike froze in shock and
horror, which almost immediately gave way to an
overwhelming wave of guilt.
***
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Griffin put his black suburban in drive and headed to
one of the many kindergartens in New York City, an
unending string of curses and complaints against his wife
Rachel running though his mind. I am the head of a multimillion-dollar company and what is she? A stupid beauty
consultant at Macy’s. And yet I am the one who has to miss
work for this? His cell phone rang.
“Hey, Griffin, where are you, man? We have a board
meeting.”
He ground his teeth at the question: “I’m dropping
Jesse off at kindergarten, Andy, remember? It’s his first day
and I got chosen for drop-off duty.” His tone dripped with
anger. Too heavy. He glanced at his son in the rear-view
mirror to see if he’d noticed. Jesse stared out the window,
seemingly oblivious as he hummed.
“Ohhhh, right, gotcha. Sorry about that. I’ll ask them
to hold off for a few minutes.”
“Ok, well it’s,” Griffin glanced at the stereo clock as it
changed from 8:45 to 8:46, “8:46 now so let’s reschedule for
9:20.”
Silence on the other end.
“Hello? Andy?”
The silence changed into beeping. Really? Griffin
seethed inwardly as he hung up, not daring to give
utterance to his fuming in the presence of his six-year-old
son in the back. The heated conversation he’d had with his
wife the night before replayed in his mind:
“Look, I forgot to ask off in time, so you have to take
him. Sorry I’m not perfect.”
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“I don’t have time for this! I have a board meeting
tomorrow!”
“He’s your son!”
“He’s always my son whenever something has to be
done. Why can’t you be responsible for him for once?”
“If you go in late, it’s fine. You’re the boss. I’ll get
written up. I’m not taking him.”
“Whatever.”
“Just make sure you leave the house by 8:45 so that
Jesse will be on time for his first day.”
He put the car in park and got out. Why didn’t I just
go to Belk to get perfume for my mother on that accursed
Christmas Eve that year like always? He walked around to
the side door and opened it. “Let’s get you out of that car
seat,” he forced a smile, “you ready? Let’s go!” He lifted
Jesse out and held his hand as they walked up the staircase
and through the rainbow front doors. Something was off,
Griffin sensed it right away. The echo of noisy, happy
children was missing from the too quiet halls. Was that a
wail? Sweat began to bead on the back of his neck. He
opened the classroom door and saw one teacher sobbing
uncontrollably and another consoling her while crying
herself. The children sat silently, eyes wide and faces
somber. Though he left puberty some twenty years ago,
Griffin’s voice cracked as he asked, “What’s happened?”
***
Ouch. Step. Ouch. Step. Ouch. Step. John grimaces
and stops. Looking down, he notices blood beginning to
stain his white socks. He had decided to walk to work on
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this crisp but sunny Tuesday morning in New York City,
which he begins to realize that while great for cardio and
overall happiness, was not the best decision for his feet
breaking in a new pair of genuine-leather loafers. While
considering his options, his sharp eyes notice a drugstore a
few paces away on the other side of the street. How
convenient. He limps across the crosswalk and through the
automated doors. He glances at his watch: 8:40. Better
hurry. He briefly considers trying to pawn a couple BandAids off the attractive blonde receptionist eyeing him, but
decides against it. He grabs the first package he sees and
heads to the counter.
“That’ll be $1.49; I used the store card to get you a
discount,” the blonde with a nametag reading Angela
smiles coyly.
“Thanks, you’re an Angel, Angela,” John winks as he
heads out of the drugstore, his feet now protected from the
assault of his new shoes. He runs his fingers through his
dark, slicked-back hair and begins to whistle. Lucky I got
those blisters. Have to revisit her later. Who cares that it’s
8:46. The sound of a plane engine begins to interfere with
his tune. He whistles louder, but is soon completely
drowned out. Looking up, he watches an airplane fly
directly over the city so close to the ground he feels he
could reach out and touch it as it engulfs him in temporary
shadows. “Odd,” he says aloud and to no one in particular.
Suddenly, in the near distance: a deafening crash.
Though not usually easily surprised, John jumps. The
sound halts his forward progress as he strains his ears to
listen and his mind to comprehend. A faceless scream chills
him to the bone. Seconds tick by. The scream repeats, and
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attaches itself to a woman running wildly down the street
toward him. She doesn’t seem to notice his presence as she
rushes past in a frantic flailing of limbs he would have
found comical in any other situation. John can feel the
pounding of his racing heart, but can’t hear its thump above
the glow of distressed noises growing, approaching him. He
remains riveted to the sidewalk as two more people appear,
and then five more, and then ten, all fleeing as if for their
lives. A black cloud appears above the skyscraper ahead and
then doubles in size. “Holy…” a flood of adrenaline
simultaneously takes his speech and spurs his legs into
action. Urgency. His strides quicken with each step, but he
doesn’t feel the pain in his ankles anymore. Up this street,
down that, fighting upstream against the ever-thickening
crowds until he stands at the intersection of Bank Drive
and J. Vargas Avenue. The dread that had been rising in
the pit of his stomach since the sound of the crash solidifies
as he raises his eyes skyward.
An inferno of steel and gasoline fueled flames
devouring the North Tower, his place of work. Smoke, all
shades of black, billowing from the gaping hole where his
office once was, blocking out the sun. Debris and ashes
falling from a hundred stories up, billing statements and
account paperwork burning mid-air. Screams mingling
with sirens in an earie song of sorrow and death.
I was supposed to be in there.

***
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Anguish in the Garden
Artist: Timothy Russell
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Winter Wonderland
Artist: Timothy Russell
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Winner of the 2017
Baccalaureate Colloquium
Mirrored Incisions: The Reader’s Response to
Satan in Paradise Lost
Chad Burchett
How does a text move beyond neutrality and become a
prophetic voice in the life of the reader? As scholar Stanley
Fish notes, books mysteriously “read the reader” (Fish 84),
illumining the reader’s soul through formal features in the
text. Thus reading is a dialogical experience of the text that
exposes the reader’s guilt and prompts introspection and
transformation—transformation which the judicious author
must facilitate. As an archetypal model of this facilitation,
John Milton demonstrates his influence within the reader
through Satan’s soliloquies in Paradise Lost. Intrigued by
Milton’s effect upon their soul, readers may wonder: How
does the reader experience Satan in the dialogue of Paradise
Lost? This question alludes to the broader issue of
understanding Milton’s authorial intent in Paradise Lost,
illumining the role of reader and author in the poem.
Critics have tended to regard the reader’s reception of
Satan from three nuanced perspectives: the sympathetic like
Samuel T. Coleridge identify Satan as a tragic hero
intended to evoke pity in the reader, whereas the stoic like
C. S. Lewis and Stanley Fish recognize Satan as a Miltonic
archfiend unworthy of the reader’s pity. However, guided
by Milton’s prophetic pen, empathetic readers totter between
pity and contempt as Milton forces them to reckon with
their own Satan-like qualities through epic juxtapositions,
metaphor, and emotive language in the text. While
examining Milton’s narration and Satan’s speech for formal
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features, readers recognize the mirrored image of Satan
rising within themselves which Milton obliges them to
confront.
Critical Voices
Prominent as early as the eighteenth century,
proponents of the sympathetic view have traditionally
highlighted Satan’s pitiable qualities and have emphasized
the counterintuitive response readers experience when
confronted with a heroic Satan. Perhaps the earliest and
most prominent critic associated with this view is Samuel
T. Coleridge. However, as Julie Cyzewski remarks, this
view has secured a robust contingent among colonial and
postcolonial scholars: “colonial and postcolonial readers
often view Satan as the hero of the poem” (Cyzewski 207).
Even though only “a few contemporary critics briefly
reference the Romantic Satan in readings of imperialism
and Paradise Lost,” many others jettison their visceral
reading and regard Satan as merely “a temporarily
attractive character,” assuming “that the poem rejects his
appeal” (Cyzewski 207). According to this view, Satan’s
subjugation and attempted coup are not only relatable
experiences and ambitions but also pitiable ones. Thus,
Satan’s appeal is especially strong to those who have
undergone oppression and revolution—though his struggles,
both internal and external, resonate with the common
human experience of tragic reversals.
Although tapping into an extensive system of
descriptions culled by Milton, sympathetic readers overlook
Satan’s irredeemable qualities—qualities that even Satan
recognizes as irredeemable. Those who object that Satan
was governed by remorse and helplessness ignore Satan’s
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self-identified trifecta of remorseless determination, corrupt
motives, and coercive manipulation: “Farewell remorse: all
good to me is lost; / Evil be thou my good; by thee at least /
Divided empire with Heav’n’s King I hold” (PL 4.109-111).
Just because the “interpretation of Satan as an inspirational
figure” is relatable in “subaltern communities” and strikes
at the emotions does not mean that this aspect of Satan’s
character should be read as determinative (Cyzewski 208).
Contrastingly, the stoic underscore Satan’s
megalomaniacal qualities and emphasize the reader’s
aversion to Satan’s presence in the text and his utterly
despicable character. As proponents of this view, C. S.
Lewis and Stanley Fish have traditionally been regarded as
the two most distinctive voices for the stoic view. As Chad
P. Stutz declares, “In the debate that has raged since the
Romantic’s controversial revaluation of Milton’s Satan,
critics almost uniformly cast C. S. Lewis as an ‘antiSatanist’” (Stutz, 209). Indeed, John Carey categorizes
Lewis as a true “anti-satanist” (Carey 161). As Stutz avows,
“Lewis, along with Stanley Fish, has come to be seen as a
kind of anti-Satanist par excellence—a compelling
spokesperson for those who see nothing heroic about
Milton’s Prince of Darkness and, not surprisingly,
something of a whipping post for those who do” (Stutz
208). Stoics, like Lewis, disagree with sympathetic readers
and consider it “wholly erroneous” for one to regard
Milton’s Satan as heroic (Lewis 94). With “no sympathy
for those who would valorize Satan” stoics often link
Milton’s Satan to the influence of Blake and Shelley,
arguing that Milton domesticated a being that is pure evil
(Stutz 208).
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Although accurate about the general austerity of
Satan’s condition, stoic scholars overemphasize Satan’s
irredeemable state, failing to sufficiently account for
Satan’s internal moral struggles. Representing stoic scholars,
Benet objects to this critique: “Reconfirmed and magnified
by its doubleness, Satan’s sin seems unquestionably
irredeemable and deserving of the eternal punishment that
Justice has decreed” (Benet 12). However, careful readers
recognize that Satan’s desert does not remove the prospect
of pity or oblige readers to become as austere in judgement
as God is in Book 3. Instead, Milton weaves pity with
judgement, making the damnable character despicable in
the readers’ minds while also pitiable in their heart.
Affirming both realities championed by the other two
perspectives, empathetic readers propose that Milton infused
momentary dualities within his tragic narrative of Satan’s
devolution, enabling the reader to simultaneously (or at
least alternatingly) pity and condemn Satan. Representing
this view scholars like Chad P. Stutz declare that “Milton’s
construction of Satan captures powerfully the subtle, crafty
dimension of temptation and the sometimes inexplicable
attraction evil holds for humanity” (Stutz 217). Thus, for
the empathetic reader, Satan can be concomitantly
repulsive and pitiable because it is his subtlety that is
simultaneously pathetic and abhorrent. Having analyzed
the inevitability of Satan’s descent (a journey of diminution
which he calls catabasis) despite his internal struggles,
Willard Mccarty notes that “his heroism, his journey of
conquest, and his personal undoing are all of a piece”
(Mccarty 301). Intentionally complex, “the heroic code of
Milton’s Satan resembles the might and cunning of the
heroes of classical epic and Machiavelli’s and Hobbes’s
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egoistic natural condition of humankind” (29). Purposing to
uphold the complex character of Satan, empathetic readers
recognize him as not only relatable and thus pitiable but
also repulsive and thus condemnable.
Toward an Empathetic Reading
Cyzewski rightly recognizes the necessity of reading
Satan as a complex character, avowing that “if Satan’s
positive characteristics—courage, independence, and
resistance—are ignored, it is impossible to approach a rich
reading” (208). Thus, despite the abundance of readings
which can be performed to support either a pitiable or
contemptible Satan, critical readers do not flatten their
reading of Satan into one-dimension. Instead, readers
recognize that Milton crafts a complex character that
simultaneously beguiles and enrages the reader in order to
prompt introspection and ultimately illumination. As
Gerald J. Schiffhorst writes, “Satan’s false heroism thus
serves to reveal by obversion the pattern of virtue intended
for Milton’s responsive readers” (Schiffhorst 19). Moreover,
as Schiffhorst goes on to propose, “Satan’s armed revolt and
his subsequent action serve chiefly to reveal the nature of
the authentic patient struggle which man must undergo in
learning to discover the paradise within” (Schiffhorst 19).
Thus, reading Satan as a complex character not only opens
the text of Paradise Lost but also the text of the reader.
Through two key satanic monologues, one can recognize
how Milton illumines both texts through his portrayal of
Satan.
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Dubious Boldness (PL 1.81-124)
Milton introduces the satanic voice to the reader as
early as line eighty-one and begins with a melancholy
description. In the reader’s first glimpse into the hellish
council, Milton facilitates the reader’s first encounter with
“the Arch-Enemy” Satan (Paradise Lost 1.81). With words
which Milton describes as bold, Satan confronts the reader
with a direct personal narrative. The ironic first word
intoned by Satan in Paradise Lost—if—inaugurates a
dominant theme of doubt in Satan’s speech, becoming the
embodied message of Satan and the common response
amongst readers. As Jack Foley affirms, “the primary trait
of the satanic character is not tragic heroism but simple
confusion” (Jack Foley 40). This confusion or doubt only
intensifies as readers recognize Satan’s miserable condition.
Indeed, Milton portrays Satan as a beggar: join “with me
once, now misery hath joined / In equal ruin: into what pit
thou seest / From what height fall’n” (PL 1.90-92). Thus,
this one—this Satan—whom they are to hate, readers not
only find pitiable but also relatable as Milton taps into the
common experience of loss.
Yet though marked by a pitiable condition of loss,
Satan and “his involuntary attraction to goodness and sense
of loss are mingled with pride and pretense: demonstrably,
in the early books of the poem Milton created a character
with depth enough to accommodate complex motives and
emotions” (Benet 3). Indeed, immediately following his
pleas for a companion to commiserate with him, Satan
proclaims his nobility and refuses to “repent or change” in
the face of God’s judgement (1.96). Readers instantaneously
jolt back to reality as they realize the object of their pity:
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the prince of pride and ruler of darkness, Satan. Satan
subjects himself to their ridicule as he declares, “Yet not for
those / Nor what the potent victor in his rage / Can else
inflict, do I repent or change” (1.94-96). Adding to his
appalling aspect, Satan, “though changed in outward
luster,” commits himself to a “fixed mind / And high
disdain, from sense of injured merit” (1.97-1.98). Thus,
Satan—alert to his dire position before his divine master—
makes a conscious choice. Describing Satan’s bizarre
lucidity of consciousness, Benet writes, “The early Satan
retains spiritual clarity and the ability to exercise free will
in the choice between good and evil. Milton’s aim of
justifying divine ways requires his moral agency be
unimpaired” (Benet 4). Thus, Milton upholds Satan’s free
agency, only to let Satan freely bind himself to his
wretched condition. This act of self-bondage makes Satan
even more despicable to the reader yet also makes him a
pathetic victim of his own folly—a gnarled disorder not
wholly foreign to the guilty reader’s personal experience.
Digging his hellish pit deeper, Satan entangles himself
with the bane of human carnality: pride. Thus, “Without
ascribing dispassionate Stoic virtues to Satan, we can
nevertheless say that his false heroism is rooted in a
stubborn pride and that he exhibits all the passions of the
impatient man: wrath, despair, grief, and envy”
(Schiffhorst 14-15). It is precisely this mannishness that
makes Satan so relatable to the reader. Indeed, after having
subconsciously identified with Satan and viscerally felt
moved by pity, the reader snaps back to conscious
remembrance of who this figure is when confronted by the
severe, hellish descriptions of Satan who seeks “To wage by
force or guile eternal war” (121). The fact that readers have
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been beguiled by Satan serves to not only illumine Milton’s
skill with narrative description but also illustrate the
subtlety of “the pattern of Satan’s ruse to deploy fraud
followed by force” (Hillier 26).
Hellish Confusion (PL 4.1-117)
Within the first thirty-one lines of Book IV, Milton
narrates the complex character of Satan, arousing in the
reader conflicting feelings of rage and sympathy. As early
as the third line of Book IV, Milton elicits readers’
aversions to Satan through the vengeful language of
“furious” “revenge” upon humanity (Paradise Lost 4.3). As
if to preface the confusion of responses that would
inevitably result within the reader, Milton opens with a
clear warning of Satan’s true character. Milton seeks to
remain theologically sound by upholding that “it is the
nature of the fallen Satan to be forever—falling” (Foley 41).
As Arnold Williams comments, “His ‘fit audience’ would
demand theological correctness, and, anyway, Milton was
not a man who could put poetry ahead of truth” (Williams
267). Through “temporal displacement” centering upon the
word “now” (Kerrigan, et al. 384), Milton places readers—
as it were—in the loins of their first parents so that he
might extend the satanic warning to his audience (PL 4.56).
However, as early as line eleven, Milton introduces a
second satanic theme of loss which sharply contrasts with
Satan’s grasping in the preceding lines. Satan, as the
“Tempter,” “Accuser,” and “mortal snare” of mankind, no
longer functions solely as a trope for revenge “inflamed
with rage” (4.9-10). Indeed, Satan adds layers to his
identity, becoming both a victim and a victimizer. As a
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result, readers develop a layered response, having been
impressed with the magnitude of the loss—the deprivation
of estate which makes Satan appear the victim of power.
Milton summons within the reader’s mind the relatable
feelings of inner conflict and duality which enable readers
to identify and sympathize with Satan’s quandary. Thus,
while simultaneously being and bringing hell, Satan
becomes the object of pity as a sufferer of selfimprisonment: “from Hell / One step no more than from
himself can fly” (4.20-22). Milton reveals that Satan’s
ambition of “revenge” is no longer bound by blind fury but
is loosened by his “despair,” enabling Milton to weave two
coterminous portraits of Satan—one pitiable and the other
reprehensible (4.23). The effect upon the reader is striking,
splitting the personality of the reader so that each half can
cross-examine the other. Moved by Satan’s despair, readers
succumb to “the process of sympathetic identification that
Milton’s Satan seems to invite” (Stutz 230).
Over the next eighty-two lines, Milton evokes in the
reader visceral responses of pity and contempt through
Satan’s stilted yet self-revealing speech. Through his
protestations of hate, Satan evokes the reader’s pity,
rejecting physical sources of delight and beauty: “O Sun . . .
how I hate thy beams” (PL 4.37). However, Satan’s
rejection of physical or temporal good crumbles beneath his
rejection of the highest good—God himself: “Evil be thou
my good; by thee at least / Divided Empire with Heav’n’s
King I hold” (4.110-111). With Satan’s resolve to sequester
himself from all good—both its source and its expressions—
the reader involuntarily sympathizes with his wretched
estate. Cleverly, Milton taps into the common sensation of
recoiling from one’s surroundings in self-pity. As Stutz
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remarks, “While it is perhaps difficult to see ourselves in
relation to a grotesque Devil like Dante’s, Milton’s Satan
becomes a troublesome reflection that is all too familiar.
Such, of course, is part of the grand program of reader
entrapment for which Stanley Fish has argued so
persuasively in Surprised by Sin” (Stutz 218). With the
readers feeling more entrapped by his narration, Milton is
well on his way to internally justifying God’s ways to
man—men who see the justification in the man-like image
of Satan.
Moreover, the latent impulse to commiserate with
Satan crops up in the reader as Satan describes his
humiliating confrontation with God. Casting himself as the
victim of divine opposition, Satan establishes a tension
between being a cause and a casualty. In Satan’s portrayal,
both God’s divine activity and Satan’s own perverted will
hardened him: “Yet all his good proved ill in me, / And
wrought but malice; lifted up so high / I ’sdained
subjection, and thought one step higher / Would set me
highest” (4.48-51). Eventually, Satan explicitly embraces his
repugnant identity as he declares, “Which way I fly is Hell;
myself am Hell” (4.75). With this statement, readers are
left wondering why they sympathized with him at all.
Satan’s evil nature and despondent resolve so pollute his
being that his true character reveals itself: “each passion
dimmed his face / Thrice changed with pale, ire, envy and
despair, / Which marred his borrowed visage, and betrayed
/ Him counterfeit, if any eye beheld” (4.114-117). Yet despite
his objectionable appearance, readers see in him a dim
reflection of their own, a reflection which rouses in the
reader a visceral feeling of disgust. Thus, Milton infuses
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complicated layers of meaning within Satan’s evil character
to guide the readers into personal, moral reflection.
The Significance of Empathy
Conducted by Milton into Satan’s character, readers
react with pity and contempt as Milton plunges readers into
a cathartic cycle of self-exposure and reflection on their
own Satan-like character. Identifying Milton’s use of
satanic description illumines Milton’s role and intentions in
Paradise Lost. In the opening lines of Paradise Lost, Milton
issues his purpose for producing a theodicy: to “assert
eternal providence, / And justify the ways of God to men”
(1.25-26). According to the conventions for Protestant
theodicies in his day, Milton could have written a
principled polemic in protracted prose as was the style of
the Puritans. However, Milton chose the epic form.
Historically, scholars have not exposed the connection
between Milton’s intent and form in Paradise Lost,
particularly in regards to theodicy. However, careful
readers at once recognize Milton’s mastery of his craft
when they consider the connection. By writing a theodicy,
Milton seeks to save the reader from doubt or blasphemy by
presenting an orderly account of why God disposed justice
as he did. Yet in order to save his readers, Milton must
become their tempter. He temporarily promotes the satanic
narrative in order to expose the egregious evil (of Satan and
the reader) from the inside—a function best suited to
Milton’s epic form.
Thus, probing Milton’s use of Satanic description also
illumines the reader’s role in the poem. Before readers can
discover the paradise within, they must first know the hell
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within their breast. Milton gifts the reader with this inner
knowledge by exposing the reader’s mimetic desires toward
Satan. Moreover, after making the reader identify with
Satan’s wretchedness, Milton helps the reader pronounce
self-condemnation as the reader ascends to judge Satan.
Milton succeeds in justifying God’s ways by momentarily
situating the reader on the judge’s bench so that he or she
can recognize both the despicability of evil in God’s eyes
and his or her complicity in that evil. By prompting the
reader to self-identify with Satan and recognize his or her
own bondage, Milton positions the reader in a humble,
acquiescent posture to receive his justification of God’s
ways to man. Only when the reader recognizes the self
reflected in the satanic type can the satanic soliloquies—and
the whole epic—transform the reader.
Recognizing the ironic agency of Milton’s Paradise Lost
alerts readers to the high stakes of reading literature.
Transformations occur at the point of the text—the point
by which the soul is pricked and made to bleed with
renewed inquiry and emotion. Thus, reflecting on how a
text reads readers thrusts readers into literary texts with
heightened awareness and anticipation, producing ever new
close-readings intensified by expectancy. For readers who
share Milton’s Christian sympathies, anticipating the
transformative agency of texts sends them to the “living
and active” biblical text with greater relish in and
dependence upon its potency (Heb. 4:12 ESV). Moreover,
the mirroring of the reader in Satan and Satan in the reader
plunges readers into the diagnostic process of repentance—
peripeteia in the classical sense. Thus, only when readers see
reality mirrored in the text will it ever be imbued with the
prophetic power of shaping the soul.
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Beauty is the word that shall be our first. Beauty is the
last thing which the thinking intellect dares to approach,
since only it dances as an uncontained splendor around the
double constellation of the true and the good and their
inseparable relation to one another. Beauty is the
disinterested one, without which the ancient world refused
to understand itself, a word which both imperceptibly and
yet unmistakably has bid farewell to our new world, a
world of interests, leaving it to its own avarice and
sadness. No longer loved or fostered by religion, beauty is
lifted from its face as a mask, and its absence exposes
features on that face which threaten to become
incomprehensible to man. We no longer dare to believe in
beauty and we make of it a mere appearance in order the
more easily to dispose of it. Our situation today shows
that beauty demands for itself at least as much courage
and decision as do truth and goodness, and she will not
allow herself to be separated and banned from her two
sisters without taking them along with herself in an act of
mysterious vengeance. We can be sure that whoever
sneers at her name as if she were the ornament of a
bourgeois past—whether he admits it or not—can no
longer pray and soon will no longer be able to love.
—Hans Urs Von Balthasar, Seeing The Form, vol. 1, The
Glory of the Lord: A Theological Aesthetics

